Not only the Gay Nineties were represented at the D.K.E. party on November 22. Although Bo-bo Sykes seems to be in the mood, one lass showed up in something that George Washington might have expected.

Bud Strand and Julian Gammon, freshman ties rampant, and their dates, seem to be enjoying themselves. The gentleman at the left looks unhappy, dissatisfied, or both. Perhaps he too wants a date.

Dick Bettes seems to be doing a nice job of piling up a crowd at the Delt roller skating party. From the expressions, we gather that more than one person landed hard.

Anything for a party, say the Phi Mu Delta's. Out of Esquire's list of 365 excuses, the boys undertook to celebrate Nevada Day. Brush-cut head in the foreground belongs to Technique's photo editor.